
Generic Diamond Promotion
GJEPC’s association with DPA



The Beginning - 2016

• DPA initiated ‘Real is Rare’ program during the JCK Las Vegas show in 
June 2016. This Marketing Campaign aims to transform the diamond 
experience by building an emotional connect between diamond 
products and consumer and targeting towards occasions for 
generating demand for diamond jewellery. 

• The objective being to revive the sales of Diamond Jewellery in major 
consuming markets, USA to begin with

• A MoU was signed between GJEPC & DPA during the Las Vegas Show 
2016 to undertake Generic Diamond Promotion in the US

• GJEPC contribution in 2016  was to the tune of USD200,000



Terms of GJEPC-DPA MOU signed in 2017

• Scope : “promotion of diamonds and of the diamond industry in international 
markets”

• Duration : “3 (three) years, which may be renewed every year based on DPA’s 
performance and fulfilments of its obligations”

• Contribution : USD 2 million each year for 2017,2018,2019
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2017 Contributions and Investments
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• 2017 member contributions were $56.7M.  Including GJEPC contribution, 
total DPA budget was $58.6M

• $47M investment was split as follows :
• US & Central Functions and Projects $44 (of which US Media buying $34M)

• India $2.5M (strategy and creative development, December 
media, 2018 planning)

• China $0.5M (strategy development, 2018 planning)



2017 US review

DPA 2017 Year in Review

https://www.dropbox.com/s/r2z78rhklrua9ki/Real%20is%20Rare%202017%20Year%20in%20Review%20FINAL.mov?dl=0


US Paid Media Delivery : 1.1B Impressions A21-34 
(800M in Q4)
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Channel Reach % Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

$ / %FY 
Gross 
Media 
Budget

TV & Video*
(screen agnostic) 44%

$16.3MM
48%

Digital** 84%
$12.7MM

37%

Print 79%
$3.9MM

11%

OOH/Cinema 37%
$1.4MM

4%

Total Media***
98 reach

21x Frequency $34.3MM

Impressions: 297MM

Impressions: 41MM 

Impressions: 619MM 

Impressions: 16MM 65MM

Target: A 21-34 / Heavy female skew. 
*TV includes: Full episode players such as Hulu, OTT like Roku. Broadcast; Cable; TV viewing apps such as ABC.com, Freeform. Screen agnostic.
**Digital includes: Search, social boosting, programmatic, mobile, Glassview, digital display and video buys where films are played on sites like YouTube
*** Total media: $34.3MM is the gross media spend including all fees; $5.7MM is currently reserved for Q1 2018 opportunities

This will vary slightly from older chart versions as the flowchart is starting to be actualized

Impressions: 1.1 Billion

Full Q4 deliveries can be found 
on following slide



Having an impact already?
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Major Advocacy Initiatives 

Five major Q4 paid initiatives surrounded consumers and trade with positive, fact-based 
diamond education and showcased positive industry news & narratives.

• New York Times: Diamond mining in Canada’s Northwest Territories as told through the 
lens of women working in the industry.  Deliveries: 38.6MM+ impressions across 
content and promotion, on NYT.com, social platforms and select digital content 
distribution partners. 

• National Geographic: “A Diamond’s Life” program took consumers on a visual journey 
through the geological life of diamonds across Linear, Digital and Social channels. 
Deliveries: 50.7MM+ impressions.

• Rapaport: Trade-focused editorial supplement exploring the beauty of natural 
diamonds, the myths/realities of today’s diamond industry, and the societal 
contributions of the industry. The industry’s “reset.” Supplement was poly-bagged with 
the December issue and is posted on the Rapaport site. Also distributed through 
personal mailings, the DPA newsletter & social accounts, AGS, and IDMA. Hard copies 
were sent to brands, associations, and industry events. 

• Captivate: Displaying intriguing diamond facts (e.g., “The diamond industry supports 
the livelihood of more than 10 million people globally) to a totally captive millennial 
audience via elevator & lobby screens. 51.7MM+ impressions. Two month flight in NYC, 
Chicago, SF.

• Cinema: Faces + Facets video franchise created to tell the “why”  behind why diamonds 
are a unique, rare, precious, story via a real, independent jeweler during holiday period. 
4MM+ impressions.
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To view content, click on images 
while in presentation mode:

(No hyperlink)

https://paidpost.nytimes.com/real-is-a-diamond/diamond-mining-comes-of-age.html
https://www.dropbox.com/s/mtz3wfflybarhi9/NGC_DiamondCut1_FINAL.mp4?dl=0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vn9_xUq6qJfud1CraQXYO9BY2jY9uUcJ/view
https://youtu.be/LvrOmZaK0-Y


Messages about real vs synthetic diamonds gain traction

Coverage of our core synthetics message is breaking through in top influential outlets. Two key learnings:

• Shorter letters to the editor are better and are more likely be printed

• Reputable news outlets with high journalistic standards are more likely to publish 
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AS SEEN IN

Re “Atelier Swarovski Turns to Man-Made Gems” (A Cut Above, Jewelry, Nov. 22):

Diamonds have fascinated generations with their natural origin, beauty, 

durability and value:  finite, billion-year old gemstones. More than just 

chemicals, diamonds involve preciousness, authenticity and heritage. Just 

as one cannot compare an original painting to a reproduction, one cannot 

compare a diamond to a manufactured replica.

 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has specified 

that “diamond” should always imply “natural diamond” and that synthetics 

cannot be called “diamonds” nor “gemstones.” The diamond industry is 

subject to strict environmental scrutiny and governmental regulations, 

whereas synthetics are manufactured in factories using large amounts  

of fossil-fuel generated power.

 

Also, the diamond industry prioritizes transparency, with many mining 

companies including De Beers, Alrosa, Rio Tinto, and Dominion Diamonds 

featuring responsible provenance as a core trait. Synthetic manufacturers 

provide scant information about product origins or supply chain.

 

Times and technology certainly change, but the inherent allure of a  

diamond does not.

 

Jean-Marc Lieberherr, Antwerp, Belgium

The author is the C.E.O. of the Diamond Producers Association.

August 4 2017, Letters to the Editor, Opinion

In an increasingly 
artificial world,  
stick with the  
original diamonds
The July 23 Business article “Same luster — from a lab” failed to note the 

significant difference between diamonds and synthetics. Synthetics are 

mass-produced in factories, made in a matter of weeks and primarily used 

for industrial purposes. None of these qualities is commonly associated 

with the rarity, beauty and luxury that embody a diamond. As the article 

acknowledged, many have raised concerns about the long-term value of 

synthetics because, as a manufactured product, their potential supply is 

unlimited. Furthermore, synthetics are not eco-friendly, as they require 

enormous amounts of energy to produce, often in regions where clean 

energy is rare.

Diamonds are of the earth, made billions of years ago, as old as the stars. 

They are an authentic, scarce product in an increasingly artificial world.  

Just as you cannot compare an original painting to a reproduction, you 

cannot compare a diamond to a synthetic. In fact, according to the Federal 

Trade Commission, “it is unfair or deceptive” to use the word “gemstone”  

to describe a laboratory-grown stone.

Jean-Marc Lieberherr, Antwerp, Belgium

The writer is chief executive of the Diamond Producers Association.



2018 Investment grew from $47.0M to $71.5M
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• 2018 contributions from members increased from $56.7M to $60M –
Including GJEPC contribution and 2017 roll-over, available budget will be 
$73.6M

• $71.5M was allocated as follows :
• Center/Strategic projects/Europe $4.3M

• US Marketing $48.0M (of which $38M of media)

• China Marketing $10.0M (of which $6.5M of media)

• India $9.2M (of which $7.4M of media) 



USA Update-2018
 

A21-34 
2018 Spend 

% Spend 
2017 

% Spend 

 

Jan 
 

Feb 
 

Mar 
 

Apr 
 

May 
 

Jun 
 

Jul 
 

Aug 
 

Sep 
 

Oct 
 

Nov 
 

Dec 

 
TV* 

$15.0MM 
43% 

 
48% 

            

  
Total Est. Impressions: 350MM 

  

            

 
Digital** 

 

$14.2MM 
40% 

 
37% 

            

  
Total Est. Impressions: 699MM 

  

            

 
Print 

 

$4.4MM 
12% 

 
11% 

            

  
Total Est. Impressions: 21MM 

  

            

 

OOH / 
Cinema 

 

$2.0MM 
5% 

 
4% 

            

  
Total Est. Impressions: 123MM 

  

         

Total 
Media 

*** 

 

$35.6MM 
100% 

 
100% 

            

  
Total Est. Impressions: 1.2 Billion (+12%) 

  

            

 



China Update-2018
• OTV & Cinema Pre-roll

• 30-sec video was on-air on 4 online TV platforms (Youku, iQiy, Mango and Tencent) from 
20 July to 17 August. Targeting tactics were Shanghai & Beijing, 20-35-year-old with 
interest label of fashion, travel, beauty, entertainment and jewellery, 50% male & 50% 
female; retargeting whose exposed to jewellery brands’ ads.

• 108.9M+ impression contributes 2.9M clicks, result in 2.7% CTR. Over achievement of 
5.9M+ impression and

• 30sec video was also launched in over 80 cinemas, 574 halls in Beijing & Shanghai from 
20 July to 15 Aug.

• Social Media

• DPA official wechat & weibo account pushed 60 posts since the launch on July 6.

• As of 30 September, there were 15,653 total followers on both platforms, generate 20K+ 
impression and 788 engagements.

• Chinese hashtag for #RIR RIAD# on weibo reached 13.6M+ readership and 
5,219 discussion



• China PR
• DPA China released 5 press releases till end of September with 103 clippings 

in total.

• Total PR value reached RMB 4.9 million+ and impressions achieved 2.9 
billion+

Content Total Clippings Total PR Value 
(RMB)

Impression

Campaign launch 33 1,531K 466,980,792

Chinese V-Day & Reality Show 23 1,105K 654,329,362

DPA statement regarding FTC new 
diamond guideline

19 950K 337,869,812

4 diamond facts 9 450K 316,702,341

HK Jewelry Show 19 910K 156,268,580



India Update- 2018





Q3 PAID MEDIA DELIVERIES

Metric Planned % Achieved

TV Impressions 13,085,000 98%

Digital Impressions 70,822,408 101%

Grand Total Impressions 83,907,893 101%

Q3 PAID MEDIA DELIVERIES*

Paid Media: Invested $0.82 Mn in Q3 paid media to drive brand visibility on TV & Digital platforms. TV is the 
highest reach medium to drive visibility targeting couples. Ensured relevant presence in high frequency corridors 
like high definition channels & entertainment. The two TVCs were showcased in regional languages to account 
for the diverse Indian population
Digital: The key objective for DPA on social media in the last quarter was to create resonance with diamonds 
through educative and engaging content. Our approach was three fold – 1. build diamond education in short 
snackable formats and 2. Tap into real time moments, tactical opportunities and current events to engage with 
our audience real time
PR: The PR objective in the last quarter was to create positive narrative on diamonds amongst key target 
audience through the use of both national and regional media. We focused on building a strong brand 
storytelling, fascination around diamonds and leveraged festivals and trends

TVC Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bCYeZ3EKSU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bCYeZ3EKSU


2019 US Marketing Review
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• $7.5M media investment across Digital (50%), TV, 
Print, Out of Home

• Social media investment (influencers, designers 
etc)

• Training - 4600 sales associates trained

• Store activation - 800 participating stores

• Chains – Working with 6 chains, 700+ stores

Early days but self-purchase has become top of 
mind for US retailers who continue to request 
training and download campaign materialConfidential    | 18

April – September Focused on Self-Purchase – For Me, From Me 

Oscar Red Carpet TV

Social Example
Mall Example



Impactful OOH Placements for Diamond Journey
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Los Angeles airport

Chicago Magnificent Mile 

JFK Airport - NY Painted Mural - Portland



Impactful print formats and associations

NYTimes Cover wrap (11/30/19)



Integrated 360° campaign with strong digital/social media component
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Beyond Diamond Journey - Naturality education 

• Development of powerful new digital and social content in still 
and video 

• Diamond Truths Video campaign reached 6.5MM completed 
views in just 4 weeks in September, extending campaign into 
Q4

• Captivate and retargeting are efficient channels, with 
campaigns in 14 markets 

22

Elevator Messaging Re-targeting Example



Strategic Indicators - US
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Jan 18 Aug 18 Jan 19 Aug 19 

RIR Aided Awareness na 18% 26% 26%

Diamond Desirability (*) 72% 69% 73% 74%

Purchase Intent next 12 
months

58% 56% 54% 56%

Survey conducted every 6 months by 360 Research with 2500 millennials
(*) Women top boxes



2019 India Marketing Review
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1) Launch #NewMomGift – April 2019 
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A fully integrated 360° programme

Digital & Social Media

Influencer Collaborations

Print Media



New Mom’s Gift  Programme
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• Strong media support with $4.0M+ invested in TV, digital, 
and social amplification 

• High impact launch (IPL, Game of Thrones etc)

• 470+ Mn Impressions delivered (45:55 TV:Digital)

• Use of regional celebrity couples who have just become 
parents

• Direct marketing to moms, social media targeting

• Strong retailer buy-in with 750 stores on board within 7 
months, including 5 national chains, 6 regional chains, 22 
independents

Good participation, product moving, will need to continue 
to activate



2) Engage consumers around festive seasons, culture, lifestyle  

Festive films & banners

Diwali Contest featuring influencers

Retailer mailers

Indian Heritage

Fashion



3) Educate about natural diamonds and differentiate 
from LGDs –
20M impressions in 2019 
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Times of India

Business Today

Fortune

Femina

Economic Times

Mint

Drive natural diamond narrative through media



Current and future focus on regional press
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Drive natural diamond narrative through the trade



2019 China Marketing Review
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Follows the successful introduction of the campaign in 
2018 
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DPA

‘Live in Love Campaign’



1) Diamonds as a symbol of true, “precious love”, supported by celebrities  

What do you do to embrace
And celebrate precious love？

Multi-Celebrities Video Celebrity story - ZSM Celebrity story - YNUGC Engagement

O
n

lin
e

Live: 6 May Live: 20 May Live: 10 Jun Live: 10 July6 May – 19 Aug

SH QW InstallationMedia Discussion Panel

Offline Activities：
• Media Discussion Panel
• Installations at targeted traffic location to drive coverage.

BJ ZSM Installation

O
ff

lin
e

20 May - 30 Jun 10 Jun - 21 Jul16 May

M
ed

ia
B

u
y

&
R

et
ai

l

Digital Ads:
- Programmatic buy
- Wechat moment ads
- Weibo feed ads
- Weibo hot search topic
- Netease music app

Media Buy
KOLs:
- Wechat
- Weibo

Celebrity story - QW



“Precious Love” Social & Retail Integration  

赵都金街

• ~1,000 doors activated
• 15 celebrities involved
• 40,000 UGC Love+Diamond stories 

generated
• 365M digital impressions 



Soft-launch Diamond Journey (Oct)

• Start with 60secs – Excellent consumer test

• Focus on 72 cinemas in BJ & SHG

• 5M highly targeted & impactful impressions 

Natural diamond narrative celebrity endorsement

• Influential press

• Social media
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2) Natural diamonds differentiation

300m impressions at end November



3) Engage and educate the Chinese trade on natural 
diamonds
• Editable contents shared and amplified by 14 top retailers on WeChat/Weibo
• Chinese ASSURE Directory launched 
• Training program expanded to 3,038 users (815 in 2018)



Strategic Indicators - China
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Aug 18 Aug 19

RIR Aided Awareness na 29%

Diamond Desirability (1) 80% 84%

Purchase Intent (3) 55% 56%

Kantar study conducted with 4,500 respondents
(1) Top boxes
(2) Intend to purchase/receive over next 24 months – 18-29yo 

• Early in RIR investment, limited to Shanghai 
& Beijing in 2018-2019

• Desirability highest ahead of travel (47%) 
• Purchase intent slightly higher for 18-29yo 

than for overall population (55%)



Q1 2020 Report

DPA



Q1 2020 Report

USA



E! Partnership: Golden Globes & Oscars
Delivered 81.4M Digital Impressions (+27% vs. planned) with Over 115,000 visits to RIAD site

https://www.instagram.com/p/B
6_7_GLADtW/#advertiser

https://m.facebook.com/watch/?v=585727072212493&_rdr

https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/fadx290tct2r7pazcxfxqtsvhwm9en0q

https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s
/ytnlri471h1z1xr5g4tlkuadifmaoau5

https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/hblavuws9x0t3ybmfv7y75qeub42261s

https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/9sv1o78fknmbfvyl2r5h1euftzmx20nq

Television: E! Live From the Red Carpet was the #2 most viewed program of the 

day, per Nielsen (behind only the Oscars telecast itself)

Guest Integrations: Grant Mobley & 
Stephanie Gottlieb

Social

Digital Gallery Sponsorships

Influencers

Garnered 11M completed video views via targeted pre-roll

The guest integrations garnered 1M 
views from Facebook alone

Received complimentary tag from 
Kristin Cavallari on Oscar night to her 
4M followers on IG, which boosted 
impressions/engagements

https://www.instagram.com/p/B6_7_GLADtW/#advertiser
https://m.facebook.com/watch/?v=585727072212493&_rdr
https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/fadx290tct2r7pazcxfxqtsvhwm9en0q
https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/ytnlri471h1z1xr5g4tlkuadifmaoau5
https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/hblavuws9x0t3ybmfv7y75qeub42261s
https://nbcuadsales.app.box.com/s/9sv1o78fknmbfvyl2r5h1euftzmx20nq


People Partnership: Golden Globes, SAG Awards & Oscars
Delivered 84.4M Digital Impressions (+141% vs. planned) with Over 40,000 visits to RIAD site

Print: Aligned with natural diamond editorial in People Magazine, the #1 reaching 

weekly Print publication

Guest Integrations: Grant Mobley
Almost 25K visitors to People’s landing pages with avg of 90 seconds watching videos (+20% vs. benchmark) Social

Digital Gallery Sponsorships & Homepage 
takeovers

https://people.com/style/sag-awards-
2020-iconic-jewelry-looks-from-past/

video

https://people.com/style/the-2020-sag-
awards-bling-we-cant-stop-talking-about/

Pre-roll drove 985K video completes

Snapchat takeover drove 108K video completions, 30% video completion rate 
(+144% vs. benchmark) and 19K visits to site

https://people.com/style/sag-awards-2020-iconic-jewelry-looks-from-past/
https://people.com/style/the-2020-sag-awards-bling-we-cant-stop-talking-about/


Q1 2020 Report

CHINA



People Partnership: Golden Globes, SAG Awards & Oscars
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Visual Examples – Jan 2020

OFFICIAL WECHAT POST 
Summary: Leverage social hot topic of 
the young generation who born in the 
beginning of the 1990s will soon turn 30 
in 2020, the article summarized their life 
goal has now shifted to focus more on 
improving themselves and more open 
towards love.

Impression： 402
Total Engagement：27

OFFICIAL WEIBO POST 
Summary: The best actress at the 
Oscar Awards halleberry wore the 
Pumpkin Diamond,  which has 
disappeared since the auction in 
1997.

Impression： 946
Total Engagement：2

OFFICIAL WEIBO POST 
Summary: About Diamonds Do Good. 
Exploring interests at work is a key 
indicator of job satisfaction and a 
training program launched in South 
Africa in 2009 turned Josia from a mine 
manager into a professional bricklayer.

Impression： 788
Total Engagement：0



Organic Social media: Real is Rare



Q1 2020 Report

INDIA
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COLLABORATION WITH VOGUE MARCH 2020 ISSUE TO SHOWCASE THE JOURNEY OF A NATURAL DIAMOND
From Rough, to half-cut, to polished till it finally gets set in jewellery, we showed consumers the incredible journey a 
natural diamond takes till it reaches the hands of the ultimate buyer.
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DIGITAL OVERVIEW

The two major focus activities for this quarter were Lakme Fashion Week & Valentine’s Day. To build on the symbolism 
of love, we did a series of posts on the best jewellery to gift your loved one this Valentine’s Day, led by the customized 
Mangalsutra designed by Sonam Kapoor . Leveraged tactical opportunities like award shows, red carpets and Women’s 
Day. 
Some of the best performing posts revolved around the story of diamonds over centuries, and also unique designs 
which helped drive desirability. We continued to build on the New Mom Gift campaign, which gave the brand a lot of 
positivity
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CONTINUED TO BUILD A PRO-NATURAL NARRATIVE IN PR (CONSUMER + TRADE)

CNBC TV18 - 'Commodity Champions: Time to sell gold?' – A Q&A with Richa on the diamond sector 

Vogue TOI ET Panache

Condenast AOJ Fortune

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yY_OInbNyo
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NATURAL DIAMONDS AT LAKME FASHION WEEK S/R 2020, 

THE REAL CUT (SEASON 3)

The Platform: 

• 3rd collaboration with India’s leading fashion & lifestyle platform Lakmé
Fashion Week - The Real Cut Season 3. Here are some highlights from the 
entire collaboration

Objective:
• To showcase the integral role that Natural Diamonds have in SLOW 

FASHION. 
• Natural diamonds as heirlooms that can be passed on generations yet be a 

part of everyday, prêt wear. Show that natural diamonds are meant to be 
worn and treasured everyday.

Trade Objective:
• To create an opportunity for Jewellery designers to be a part of the fashion 

fraternity, show case the design & creative capability of the natural 

Diamond Jewellery Designers. Have them walk the ramp, get showcased 

and get recognition at the biggest lifestyle and fashion event of the 

country. 
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TRADE PR COVERAGE SNAPSHOT:
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E-LEARNING PORTAL

This portal aims to bring abundant relevant information and knowledge around Natural Diamonds to the sales professionals of 
our industry. For national chains, customised content was being created such that it complements their existing training 
programs. In Q1 this too was in the WIP phase.

Mock-Up of the final (current) e-module look:



Summary – Q1 2020

• Chinese New Year fell on January 25, 2020.  The COVID-19 epidemic and lockdown took place on the eve of 
CNY.

• All activities were meant to halt during the CNY holiday anyway. However the holiday was prolonged due 
to the epidemic till end of February.

• The general sentiment in Feb/Mar was very COVID-19 focus in all media.  Any brand activities were skewed 
towards supporting the front-liners or condolences. No advertising and promotion effort was deemed 
appropriate.  

• From March, DPA shifted into a pre-NDC preparation mode. Social accounts content continued but 
advertising to website stopped.

• The March HKJS got postponed to May and eventually was cancelled. 


